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World Without Secrets: Business, Crime and Privacy in the Age of Ubiquitous ComputingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
"Richard Hunter has seen the future, and its really scary. If you ever plan to do anything wrong, you need to read this book. If you suspect that someone will ever try to do anything wrong to you, you also need to read it. I believe that covers pretty much all of us." —Thomas H. Davenport, Director, Accenture Institute for...
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Mobile and Wireless CommunicationsOpen University Press, 2006
One of the very first books published on the social impact of the mobile phone was Timo Kopomaa’s The City in Your Pocket: Birth of the Mobile Information Society. The book, published in 2000, was based on research that Kopomaa had undertaken for Nokia and Sonera as part of his doctoral studies in the Centre for Urban and Regional Studies at...
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Essential SharePoint 2007: A Practical Guide for Users, Administrators and DevelopersO'Reilly, 2007
If your business needs to control its documents, structure its workflow, or share information over the Web, you need SharePoint. It’s simply the quickest way to fill those needs using standard tools business users already know: Microsoft Office and Internet Explorer. Best of all, SharePoint is free (well, kind of); SharePoint Services are...
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Structured Finance Modeling with Object-Oriented VBA (Wiley Finance)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
Praise for STRUCTURED FINANCE MODELING with Object-Oriented VBA
"This book is an excellent and interesting integration of financial engineering, structured finance, and structured programming, and the book accomplishes this with easy-to-follow examples, using the most commonly available tools, MS VBA and spreadsheets. The author is clearly...
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JavaTM Programming with CORBATM : Advanced Techniques for Building Distributed ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
The leading guide for Java developers who build business applications with CORBA Acknowledged experts present advanced techniques and real-world examples for building both simple and complex programs using Java with CORBA. The authors begin with a quick overview of CORBA, Java, object request brokers (ORBs), and EJB components, then quickly move on...
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Handbook of Research on Virtual Workplaces and the New Nature of Business PracticesIGI Global, 2008
At one time, the office was a physical place, and employees congregated in the same location to work together on projects. The advent of the Internet and the World Wide Web, however, not only made the unthinkable possible, it forever changed the way persons view both the office and work. The Handbook of Research on Virtual Workplaces and the New...
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How to Build a Business Rules Engine: Extending Application Functionality through Metadata EngineeringMorgan Kaufmann, 2003
Business rules engines can make organizations more agile by allowing them to manage diverse sets of operating rules, such as many different contracts for goods and services with different clients. For example, business rules engines can contain interfaces that allow users to define business rules to add specific functionality to software...
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The Best Damn Windows Server 2008 Book Period, Second EditionSyngress Publishing, 2008
In depth coverage for Windows Server 2008 SysAdmins of this new operating system's most challenging features, with bonus coverage of IIS, Exchange, and SQL.     

       The Second Edition of the Best Damn Windows Server Book Period is completely revised and updated to Windows Server 2008.

This book will show you how to...
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SAP SEM BPS Interview Questions: Strategic Enterprise Management and Business Planning with SAP SemEquity Press, 2006
The Ultimate Learning Guide for SAP Business Planning with SEM-BPS  SEM-BPS Certification Questions, Answers, and Explanations!  It' s clear that SAP SEM is one of the most challenging areas in SAP. Finding  resources can be difficult. SAP SEM-BPS Interview Questions, Answers,  and Explanations guides you through your learning process. From helping...
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The Executive Guide to E-mail Correspondence: Including Model Letters for Every SituationCareer Press, 2006
Sit down at the keyboard and cinch that deal!   Press the send button and get the account!
Writing skills are more important than ever in determining business success. They can make the difference between climbing the corporate ladder and getting stuck on a low rung. An e-mail that's clear, concise, and targeted will get more than just a...
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The Science and Art of Using Telescopes (Patrick Moore's Practical Astronomy Series)Springer, 2009
Amateur astronomers have to start somewhere. Most begin by buying a modest astronomical telescope and getting to know the night sky. After a while, many want to move on to the next stage, but this can be problematic. The magazines advertise a mass of commercially-made equipment – some of it very expensive – which can represent a major...
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Digital Business: First International ICST Conference, DigiBiz 2009, London, UK, June 17-19, 2009, Revised Selected PapersSpringer, 2010
This book constitutes the proceedings of the First International ICST Conference, DigiBiz 2009, held in London, UK, in June 2009.

The 19 contributions published in this volume were carefully selected from over 60 submitted works in a rigorous peer-reviewed process.

The papers dealt with subjects like virtual business alliances,...
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